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BELLA 2

Запрашиваемая цена

Построена

EUR 15 250 000

2008 (Рефит 2020), Proteksan Turquoise, Turkey

Длина

Ширина

Осадка

Валовой тоннаж

54,7м (179,4фт)

9,4м (30,8фт)

3,2м (10,5фт)

746

Круизная скорость

Максимальная скорость

Дальность хода

Флаг

Местоположение

14 Узлов

16 Узлов

0 nm

Marshall Islands

West Mediterranean

Класс

Дизайн экстерьра

Дизайн интерьера

RINA, MCA Compliant

Paolo Caliari

Jean Guy Verges

Конструкция корпуса

Корпус - Steel, Надстройка - Aluminium, Палуба - Teak

Команда

Размещение

Количество гостевых кают

12

12

6 cabins (5 × double, 1 × twin)

Двигатели

Propulsion

2 × 1 750hp Caterpillar

Twin screw diesel yacht

Примечание
Недоступно для продажи резидентам США в водах США

View yacht on website
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BELLA 2
BELLA 2

Ключевые особенности

BELLA 2 is a 54.7m (179.4ft) motor yacht delivered in

Currently undergoing refit at Lusben, including full repaint

2008 by the Proteksan Turquoise yard to exterior
designs by Paolo Caliari and interior designs by Jean Guy
Verges. Her steel hull and aluminium superstructure

Sophisticated contemporary interior by Jean Guy Verges in
2011

were built to ABS classification and the yacht is RINA
and MCA compliant. She has been refitted twice, once in
2011 and again in 2020, work that is ongoing.
In her 2011 refit, her interior was redesigned by Verges to feature
wenge wood and dark brown and camel coloured leather along

Large swimming pool on the main deck and jacuzzi on the sun
deck
Fully equipped gym on the sun deck

with cotton and satin in shades of white. Her current yard period
involves a full repaint, changing the hull colour from white to

4,000nm range at cruising speed of 14 knots

light grey, sanding and recaulking on all decks, the fitting of a
new telescopic passerelle, upgrades to the yacht's AV equipment
and other routine maintenance.
Her sun deck has a jacuzzi forward, flanked with sunpads, a
dedicated gym, open air dining for 12 guests and a U-shaped sun
lounge with, as its focus, a glass skylight that pours natural light

Proven charter record

Тендеры

onto the formal dining room on the upper deck below. Watertoys
are stowed on the upper deck aft on passage and there is a very
large daybed for sunbathing. Forward on the upper deck is a
Portuguese bridge overlooking another skylight that allows
natural light into the owner's bathroom.

37ft Axopar with 2 x 300hp Mercury outboard
(part of separate negotiation), 4m RIB crew tender

On the main deck aft is a good-sized glass-backed pool with
sunpads and a large shaded lounge area. Steps lead down either
side to a large swim platform.
There are excellent views from the upper deck formal dining
room with the sliding glass doors opened and the sky lounge
with fully equipped bar also features good views with plenty of
glazing. The main saloon is large and open plan, again with
excellent views. There is a large lounge area aft and a smaller
media lounge forward with a 70in TV.
The full beam owner's suite is forward on the main deck and has
a king size berth, seating areas, a his and hers bathroom in
marble, lit by the skylight above, with bath and shower, walk in
wardrobes and a private office. A full beam VIP suite is on the
lower deck, also with a walk in wardrobe, a seating area and a
desk. Three further double cabins and a twin cabin on the lower
deck complete accommodation for 12 guests in six cabins.
Two 1,750hp Caterpillar diesel engines give her a maximum
speed of 16 knots, a cruising speed of 14 knots and a maximum
range of 4,000nm.
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Лондон

Монако

Нью-Йорк

Майами

Дубай

+44 20 7766 4300

+377 97 97 81 21

+1 212 223 0410

+1 305 672 0150

+971 4 425 5874

Гонконг

Беверли-Хиллз

Москва

Пальма

Афины

+852 6496 2094

+1 310 424 5112

+7 499 220 2402

+34 971 495 413

+30 210 967 1661

Сингапур

Пхукет

Токио

Сидней

Мумбаи

+65 9665 8990

+66 7623 9739

+81 46 738 8612

+61 499 945 557

+91 98211 67253

Advertising of these vessel(s) in printed publications, on the internet or in any other medium is not permitted without prior written permission from
Burgess. All particulars are given in good faith and are believed correct but they cannot be guaranteed.
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